- Chat
You are able to share your bets directly to chat, and to social media
Sticker Shop, system is available to provide "stickers" basically custom emoji's for sale for
currency
- Profile
View your own and other player's last games & wagers, which also then can be verified
with provably
fair system.
Check your VIP progress.
Check your affiliate/referral link.
Settings
Link your Discord, VK account and Google account
Hide your profile for other players
Hide your bids (basically hides player's name for other players)
Option to change to new name
Option to change to new avatar
Option to change your personal provably fair seed
- Language system
All text on website is localized, so can easily send out the localization file to get translated
to all
languages.
- Insite (not browser push notification) notification system
Sends automatic notifications on events, such as deposits/withdraws processed, leveled
up in VIP level.
Able to send custom notifications from admin panel at will.
- Multiaccount detection
Checks for same IP and also everytime logs in stamps a cookie into browser, so eventually
even when
using mobile phone etc. will be caught if doing it bigger scale.
- Login auth supports Google / Discord / VK / Facebook
- Multi crypto support under nowpayments.io:
Multiplier to VIP/reward level can be set per individual crypto currency in admin
panel (to boost certain crypto deposits when reserve gets low f.e.).
Can be individually toggled to have "bonus" currency per crypto.
Withdraws have to manually be accepted default, this can be changed per request.
Each deposit request generates a new crypto address.
History of deposits/withdraws is available.
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- Aggregator payment method support for any API
- Certified Provably fair system
Open source, provably fair system as used in other websites.
Client seed can be changed.
Calculator for each game is available and explanation.
-Theme switcher
Switch between themes once logged in, can change to seasonal festivities themes
and so on. You can provide variables, such as colors, UI general box sizing etc.
- Game Options
Auto bet is supported.
Sound mute button.
Info/help button for specific game.
Stairs, tower, mines, keno are basically same games but different packaged and use
the same multiplier.
Games are provably fair.
- Games:
Stairs
Classic Slots
Wheel
Dice
Diamonds
Crash
HiLo
Limbo
Roulette
Blackjack
Videopoker
Crash (limbo is basically solo version of crash)
Keno
Mines
Tower
Plinko
- Bonus systems:
All bonus systems can either payout in bonus currency (wager requirement) or
regular instant withdrawable currency.
- Faucet
Spin wheel every 3 minutes, you need to have 0 balance to spin
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- Reward program
Bonus % rakeback based on your wager dependent on your VIP level (basically you payout
a % of the house odds back), which players have to manually take out each x period (set to
weekly default).
- VIP Level system
Each wager gives experience towards your VIP level.
It is important to keep VIP level system rewarding in anyway, as it is a natural counter
against possible multi accounting/affiliate abuse.
VIP level is shown as icon in chat next to player's name.
Currently VIP levels mainly would be used in combination of the Discord bot to spread
promo-codes, as you level up you are able to use more VIP promocodes per day and get
more % rakeback on the reward program.
Once you link your Discord, you automatically get access to VIP channels on Discord
server to receive automatic promocodes.
- Reward player for enabling browser push notifications - or just market it for getting free
promocodes, without giving initial reward (against abuse).
- Quiz System:
Automatically cron at random times a random quiz from a online trivia database, first one to
answer correctly gets a set amount of currency added to their account - can also be started
manually by admins with custom questions.
- Promocodes
Promocodes are actually provided in very unique way, intention of this system is first of all
to generate traction while creating a "community" aura to keep long term customers in.
Promocodes are distributed automatically through Discord, in which the Discord bot
automaticallyassigns the player's VIP level on our website. Each VIP level has access to
exclusive VIP channels in which these promocodes are automatically/randomly posted by
the bot.
Promo codes are distributed automatically through VK (Russia is a very big market) &
Twitter, which makes people follow naturally your social media platform.
Promo codes are distributed automatically through browser push notifications (you are also
able to set a bonus reward for those that initially activate browser push notifications), in
which again you can attract players back with special offer.
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All promo codes have a set amount of currency and a maximum use limit.

- Make it Rain
Randomly every x hours it starts raining (or snow, configurable, seasonal) on the website
giving out a
random amount to a number of players that have deposited x amount in past 24 hours.
- Affiliate System
Provides user with referral link to spread, configurable when user is considered "active"
and thus rewards the initial inviter.
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